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Abstract

The preparation and properties of emulsions, stabilised solely by the adsorption of solid
particles at the oil–water interface, are reviewed especially in the light of our own work
with particles of well-controlled surface properties. Where appropriate, comparison is made
with the behaviour of surfactant-stabilised emulsions. Hydrophilic particles tend to form oil-
in-water(oyw) emulsions whereas hydrophobic particles form water-in-oil(wyo) emulsions.
Many of the properties can be attributed to the very large free energy of adsorption for
particles of intermediate wettability(contact angle at the oil–water interface, say, between
50 and 1308). This effectively irreversible adsorption leads to extreme stability for certain
emulsions and is in contrast to the behaviour of surfactant molecules which are usually in
rapid dynamic equilibrium between the oil–water interface and the bulk phases. There is
evidence that, in some systems, weak flocculation of the particles improves the emulsion
stability. Phase inversion from wyo to oyw can be brought about by increasing the volume
fraction of water. Emulsions close to this inversion point tend to be the most stable, again
in contrast to surfactant systems. The volume fraction needed for inversion depends on the
particle wettability and the nature of the oil and these effects have been rationalised in terms
of surface energy components. Stable multiple emulsions(wyoyw and oywyo) can be made
using two types of particles with slightly different wettability. Similar multiple emulsions
prepared with two types of surfactant tend to be much less stable. The possibility of preparing
novel solid materials by evaporating solid-stabilised emulsions is also proposed. Finally we
report on some extensions to the work of Levine et al. who obtained expressions for the free
energy of formation of emulsion drops covered with close-packed monolayers of monodis
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perse spherical particles. In particular in the light of the observations that nanoparticles can
act as excellent emulsion stabilisers, we have considered potential effects on the free energy
of emulsion formation of the action of small(physically realistic) positive and negative line
tensions in the 3-phase contact lines skirting particles adsorbed at the droplet interfaces. We
also explore the possibility that curvature properties of close-packed particle monolayers can
affect emulsion properties in much the same way that surfactant monolayer properties
influence emulsion type and stability.
� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is now well established that low molar mass surfactants and surface-active
polymers are used to aid dispersion of powdered materials in a liquid, can form a
variety of aggregated structures in aqueous or non-aqueous media and are frequently
employed as emulsifiers in the preparation of emulsions and as stabilisers in the
production of foams. Much less well appreciated is that solid particles(nano- or
micro-) can function in similar ways to surfactant molecules but certain differences
in behaviour are inevitable, e.g. particles do not assemble into aggregates in the
same way that surfactant molecules form micelles and hence solubilisation phenom-
ena are absent in the particle case. There has been a resurgence of interest recently
in the field of particles at interfaces(both planar and curved), partly as a result of
the current activity in nanoparticle technology for producing new materialsw1x. A
review by one of usw2x has described the recent advances in the areas of particle
monolayers at fluid–fluid interfaces, determination of contact angles of small
particles, partitioning of particles between phases and solid–stabilised foams,
highlighting the similarities and differences between the two types of stabiliser. The
present review deals with emulsions, i.e. mixtures of oil and water, stabilised solely
by colloidal particles. The ideas originating from investigating simple emulsions are
extended to the preparation of multiple emulsions and a brief account is given of
the use of such emulsions as templates for the formation of porous solid phases.
We report also on some extensions to the work of Levine et al. who obtained

expressions for the free energy of formation of emulsion drops covered with close-
packed monolayers of monodisperse spherical particles. In particular we have
considered potential effects on the free energy of emulsion formation of the action
of line tension in the 3-phase contact lines around particles adsorbed at the droplet
interfaces. We also explore the possibility that curvature properties of close-packed
particle monolayers can affect emulsion properties in much the same way that
surfactant monolayer properties influence emulsion type and stability.

2. Simple emulsions

For surfactant molecules present in oilqwater mixtures, the system hydrophile–
lipophile balance(HLB) is the important parameter in determining whether aggre-
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Fig. 1. (upper) Position of a small spherical particle at a planar oil–water interface for a contact angle
(measured through the aqueous phase) less than 908 (left), equal to 908 (centre) and greater than 908
(right). (lower) Corresponding probable positioning of particles at a curved interface. Foru-908, solid-
stabilised oyw emulsions may form(left). Foru)908, solid-stabilised wyo emulsions may form(right).

gated surfactant(micelles or microemulsion droplets) resides in either water, oil or
a third phasew3x. It has been shown that the packing parameter of the surfactant in
situ at the oil–water interface determines the tendency of the surfactant monolayer
to curve towards water or oil or remain effectively planar. This in turn is set by the
geometry of the surfactant molecules, hydrated by water on one side of the
monolayer and solvated by oil on the other. For hydrophilic surfactants(non-ionics
with a high degree of ethoxylation or ionics in the absence of salt), the area per
head group is larger than that of the chain and monolayers curve around oil resulting
in oil-in-water (oyw) micro- and macroemulsions. For more lipophilic surfactants
(non-ionics with low degrees of ethoxylation or ionics in the presence of sufficient
salt), the area per chain exceeds that of the head group and water becomes the
dispersed phase in water-in-oil(wyo) micro- and macroemulsions. In the case of
spherical particles, which adsorb to interfaces, the relevant parameter is thought to
be the contact angleu which the particle makes with the interface(Fig. 1). Forow

hydrophilic particles, e.g. metal oxides,u measured into the aqueous phase isow

normally-908 and a larger fraction of the particle surface resides in water than in
oil. For hydrophobic particles, e.g. suitably treated silica,u is generally greaterow

than 908 and the particle resides more in oil than in water. By analogy with
surfactant molecules, the monolayers will curve such that the larger area of the
particle surface remains on the external side, giving rise to oyw emulsions when
u -908 and wyo emulsions whenu )908.ow ow

Many methods exist to synthesise small, monodisperse particles of different shape
and surface coating. If the coating, e.g. alkylsilane, is homogeneous over the particle
surface following reaction in the vapour phase, such particles are surface-active but,
unlike surfactants, are not amphiphilic. If, however, the coating can be restricted to
a particular area of the surface only, heterogeneous or ‘Janus’ particles result which
are both surface-active and amphiphilic, i.e. the particle has a specific area which
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is water-liking and a specific area which is oil-liking. Assuming that the particle is
small enough(typically less than a micron in diameter) so that the effect of gravity
is negligible, the energy(yD G) required to remove a particle of radiusr from anint

oil-water interface of tensiong is given byw4xow

2 2yD Gspr g (1"cosu ) (1)int ow ow

in which the sign inside the bracket is negative for removal into the water phase,
and positive for removal into oil. Inspection of Eq.(1) for given rs10 my8

(characteristic of fumed silica, later) andg s0.036 N m (toluene–water) showsy1
ow

that the particle is most strongly held in the interface foru s908 with yD Gow int

being 2750kT. Either side of 908, yD G falls rapidly such that foru between 0int ow

and 208 or between 160 and 1808 this energy is relatively small(-10 kT). It will
be shown later that this extreme variation ofyD G with particle wettability has aint

major influence on the ability of particles of different hydrophobicity to stabilise
emulsions. For angles-908 the particle is more easily removed into water than oil,
i.e. it is relatively hydrophilic, and foru )908 the reverse is true, i.e. it is relativelyow

hydrophobic. One consequence of the very high energy of attachment of particles
to interfaces is that particles once at interfaces can be thought of as effectively
irreversibly adsorbed. This is in sharp contrast to surfactant molecules which adsorb
and desorb on a relatively fast timescale. SinceyD G depends on the square ofint

the particle radius, it decreases markedly for smaller and smaller particles, and for
very small particles(-1 nm radius) of the size comparable to most surfactant
molecules detachment is easy(severalkT) and they thus may not be too effective
as stabilisers.
In a theoretical studyw5x, Binks and Fletcher considered the difference in the

adsorption of a spherical particle to an interface between particles possessing a
homogeneous surface of uniform wettability and Janus particles. For the latter,
calculations were presented which show how the particle amphiphilicity, tuned by
variation of either the relative surface areas or the different wettabilities of the two
surface regions on the particles, influences the strength of particle attachment.
Increasing the amphiphilicity of the particles produces a maximum of a 3-fold
increase in surface activity compared with homogeneously coated particles for
average contact angles approximately 908. In addition, it was shown that, unlike
particles of homogeneous surface coating, Janus particles remain strongly surface-
active for average contact angles approaching 0 or 1808.
Solid particles have been present in emulsion formulations for many years,

including those of the food, paint, agrochemical, pharmaceutical and oil industries.
Their presence is thought to contribute to enhanced stability by some means. The
fact that finely divided solid particles can act as the stabiliser in emulsions was
known since the beginning of the last century. The credit is usually given to
Pickering w6x (hence the term ‘Pickering emulsions’), who noted that particles
which were wetted more by water than by oil acted as emulsifiers for oyw emulsions
by residing at the interface. However, in a paper four years earlier and cited by
Pickering, Ramsdenw7x described the formation of a membrane of solid particles
enveloping both air bubbles in water(foams) and oil drops in water, giving rise
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sometimes to ‘persistently deformed sharply angular and grotesque shapes of
emulsified globules’! It was not until the work of Finkle et al.w8x that the
relationship between the type of solid and emulsion type(oyw or wyo) was
recognised. They stated that in an emulsion containing solid particles, one of the
liquids would probably wet the solid more than the other liquid, with the more
poorly wetting liquid becoming the dispersed phase. The importance of the
wettability of the particles at the oil–water interface, quantified by the contact angle
u that the particle makes with it, was therefore noted. Thus, water-wet particlesow

like silica should stabilise oyw emulsions and oil-wet particles like carbon black
should stabilise wyo emulsions. These ideas were given strong support by the
experiments of Schulman and Lejaw9x using barium sulfate crystalsypowders and
surfactant, measuring the relevant contact angles and determining the emulsion type
and stability. For conditions such thatu (measured through the aqueous phase)ow

was slightly-908 particles stabilised oyw emulsions, but foru )908 particlesow

were still held at the interface but now stabilised wyo emulsions. However, if the
particles were either too hydrophilic(low u ) or too hydrophobic(high u ) theyow ow

tended to remain dispersed in either the aqueous or oil phase, respectively, giving
rise to very unstable emulsions. The results in Table 1, taken from work in our
laboratoryw10x, substantiate the link between contact angle and preferred emulsion
type (equal oilywater ratio) for a range of systems of different solid type and oil
polarity. Inorganic materials always form oyw emulsions whereas organic materials
like hydrophobic bentonite or polystyrene always form wyo emulsions. The very
important class of partially hydrophobic materials(like silica) stabilise oyw
emulsions with non-polar oils(u -908) and wyo emulsions with more polar oilsow

like esters or alcohols(u )908). An explanation why this is so is given later.ow

It is surprising that, since the early studies mentioned above, little work in this
area appeared in the open literature until quite recently. A wide variety of solid
particles has been used as stabilisers of either oyw or wyo emulsions including iron
oxide, hydroxides, metal sulfates, silica, clays and carbon. The effectiveness of the
solid in stabilising emulsions depends, inter alia, on particle size, particle shape,
particle concentration, particle wettability and on the interactions between particles.
Particle wettability may be altered by adsorption of suitable surfactants, in some
cases leading to emulsion phase inversion. Depending on the exact system, there
are at least two mechanisms by which colloidal particles stabilise emulsions. In the
first, the particles are required to adsorb at the oil–water interface and remain there
forming a dense film(monolayer or multilayer) around the dispersed drops impeding
coalescence. An example of such a film is seen in Fig. 2 in which 3.2mm diameter
monodisperse polystyrene particles stabilise a water-in-cyclohexane emulsion drop
w11x. Although there are regions on the drop surface of hexagonally close-packed
particles, there are also regions where this ordering is disturbed and small gaps
appear between particle arrays. In the second, additional stabilisation arises when
the particle–particle interactions are such that a three-dimensional network of
particles develops in the continuous phase surrounding the drops. This has been
invoked particularly in clay-containing systems in which the oil drops become
captured and more or less immobilised in the array of clay platelets in waterw12x.
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Table 1
Link between emulsion type(1:1 oilywater volume ratio) and contact angle at oil–water interface for
different solids and a range of oils. Taken from ref.w10x

Solid Oil u y8ow Emulsion type

Barium sulfateb Dodecane 0 oyw
Isopropyl myristate 0 oyw

Calcium carbonateb Dodecane 43 oyw
Isopropyl myristate 39 oyw

Hydrophilic silicaa Dodecane 38 oyw
Cyclohexane 37 oyw
PDMS 50 cS 81 oyw
Isopropyl myristate 32 oyw
Undecanol 38 oyw

Partially hydrophobic Dodecane 83 oyw
silicaa Cyclohexane 87 oyw

Isopropyl myristate 101 wyo
Undecanol 110 wyo

Hydrophobic silicaa Dodecane 135 wyo
Cyclohexane 135 wyo
PDMS 50 cS 172 wyo
Isopropyl myristate )175 wyo
Undecanol 151 wyo

Bentonite for organic Dodecane 81 wyo
systemsb Isopropyl myristate 96 wyo

Claytone HYb Dodecane 110 wyo
(hydrophobic bentonite) Isopropyl myristate 141 wyo

Polystyrenea Dodecane 152 wyo
PDMS 50 cS 175 wyo

Polytetrafluoroethylenea Dodecane 147 wyo
(PTFE) Isopropyl myristate 175 wyo

Undecanol 130 wyo

Advancing contact angles of water drops under oil(measured through aqueous phase) were deter-a

mined on planar substrates with oil contacting solid first.
Contact angles calculated from surface energy components using the procedure detailed in ref.w25x.b

The enhanced viscosity of the continuous phase reduces the rate and extent of
creaming. Amongst the teams involved in this field, Tambe and Sharmaw13x, Yan
and Masliyah w14x, Zhai and Efrima w15x, Midmore w16,17x and Lagaly and
colleaguesw12,18x have made particularly important contributions to the understand-
ing of particle-stabilised emulsions, frequently in the presence of surfactant or
polymer. Even millimetre-sized drops, coated by particles, are shown to be extremely
stable to coalescencew15x—a situation which has never been realised in the case of
surfactant-stabilised emulsions. The potential for exploiting such stability at these
length scales is high.
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Fig. 2. Optical microscopy image of a water-in-cyclohexane emulsion drop stabilised by monodisperse
polystyrene aldehydeysulfate particles of diameter 3.2mm. The scale bar corresponds to 50mm. Taken
from ref. w11x.

In a recent series of papers, some unpublished, Binks et al. have systematically
investigated the formation, stability and structure of emulsions stabilised entirely by
solid particles in an attempt to elucidate unambiguously the role of the particles in
such systemsw10,11,19–34x. The particle types were silicaw19–23x, Laponite clay
w24x and polystyrene latexw11x, and a range of oils was used including alkanes,
silicones, alcohols and esters. Such surfactant-free emulsions represent a novel
alternative to conventional ones and may prove to be more advantageous too.
Simple emulsions of both types are possible but their stability is crucially dependent
on the hydrophobicity of the particles. A main objective of part of the work was to
investigate and understand the relationship, if any, between the properties of the
particle dispersions before emulsification and the ensuing emulsion characteristics.
A new method for preparing monodisperse solid-stabilised emulsions has also been
described involving the sequential replacement of surfactant by particles at drop
interfaces, using dialysisw26x. Such emulsions are more amenable to study and treat
using theoretical models than the more common polydisperse ones.

2.1. Effect of particle concentration

For given emulsification conditions, it is of interest to investigate the effect of
the initial particle concentration on the average emulsion drop size and stability.
Using surfactants, the size typically decreases with concentration until the critical
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Fig. 3. (upper) Transmission electron microscopy image of monodisperse, spherical, hydrophilic silica
particles(ex. Clariant) from an aqueous dispersion. The scale bar corresponds to 50 nm.(lower) Median
drop diameter(left hand ordinate, filled points) as a function of aqueous concentration of hydrophobic
silica particles(25 nm diameter) in 0.65 cS PDMS-in-water emulsions(f s0.33). Also shown is theo

ratio of the total number of particles available to the number required to provide a monolayer around
all drops(right hand ordinate, open points). Taken from ref.w33x.

micelle concentration is reached, whereafter it remains constant. The decrease is
mainly as a result of the lowering of the interfacial tension facilitating drop breakup.
We have used monodisperse spherical silica particles, 25 nm in diameter, and shown
in Fig. 3 (upper) which were subsequently coated with an alkylsilane reagent to
render them partially hydrophobic. Emulsions of silicone oil-in-water,f s0.33,o

were prepared using a high pressure jet homogeniser with particles originally
dispersed in waterw33x. The median drop diameter immediately after preparation is
shown as a function of particle concentration in Fig. 3(lower) as the filled points.
All emulsions were creamy-white in appearance whose viscosity increased with
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particle concentration. The size falls by a factor of approximately 8 for a tenfold
increase in particle concentration. Assuming that all the particles are adsorbed to
form a hexagonally close-packed monolayer, the ratio of the total number of particles
(n ) to the number of particles adsorbed(n ) can be calculated taking into accountt a

the distribution of drop sizes in the emulsions. It can be seen from Fig. 3(lower,
open points) that this ratio is around unity for concentrations up to 3 wt.% and
increases to over 2 by 5.6 wt.%, i.e. the drop size is set initially by the particle
concentration until a limiting size is reached after which an excess of particles in
the continuous phase appears. This excess was confirmed by the presence of a small
shoulder of approximately 1mm in the drop size distribution, due to aggregated
silica particles. All emulsions were stable to coalescence but the stability to creaming
decreased progressively with decreasing particle concentration in line with the
increase in average drop size. An added bonus of using relatively high concentrations
of silica particles is that the excess remaining causes gelation of the continuous
phase retarding or preventing completely creaming of oil drops or sedimentation of
water dropsw20x. A product therefore has an extremely long shelf-life and is
aesthetically attractive.

2.2. Effect of electrolyte

Since the majority of colloidal particles in aqueous dispersions are charged,
addition of salt not only reduces their surface potentials but can also lead to
coagulation of the particles into flocs. The question we posed was does the initial
state of dispersion of the particles in water affect the stability of emulsions formed
from them? Earlier work had shown that good emulsion stabilisation was achieved
when the particles were weakly flocculated(by salt in the case of oyw w35x or by
surfactant in the case of wyo w36x); less stable emulsions resulted when the particles
were completely flocculated. Hydrophilic fumed silica(Aerosil 200, primary particle
diameters12 nm) was chosen for study and, by raising the pH, the particles were
rendered negatively charged to their highest extent due to ionisation of surface
silanol (SiOH) groups w19x. The flocculation of aqueous colloids on addition of
increasing concentrations of 3:1 electrolyte lanthanum chloride was monitored using
turbidity. At pH 10, the turbidity increased by a factor of three on addition of 20
mM LaCl with the colloids separating into a clear upper layer and a turbid lower3

layer for wLaCl xG1 mM. The stability of the corresponding oyw emulsions is very3

dependent on salt concentration as shown in Fig. 4, where it can be seen that the
stability to both creaming(open points) and coalescence(filled points) passes
through a marked maximum at intermediate concentrations at approximately 2–5
mM decreasing sharply either side of this range. These emulsions remained at this
stability for over one year, and the example demonstrates that an otherwise poor
stabilising system(hydrophilic silica in pure water) can be made optimally stable
with low levels of salt.
Below 2 mM LaCl , rapid creaming occurred in which the resolved aqueous3

phase was clear blue. Between 2 and 5 mM, the small volume of aqueous phase
resolved was colourless, implying that the particles originally present in water
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Fig. 4. Stability to creaming(open points, left hand ordinate) and coalescence(filled points, right hand
ordinate) after 30 min of 20 vol.% toluene-in-water emulsions stabilised by 0.5 wt.% hydrophilic silica
particles as a function of LaCl concentration at pH 10. Taken from ref.w19x.3

transferred into either the dispersed oil phase or to the oil–water interface. Above
6 mM, the resolved aqueous phase was viscous and turbid and most likely contained
flocculated particles. The marked increase in turbidity of the colloids occurs between
1 and 2 mM salt marking the onset of flocculation. This is exactly where the
emulsion stability begins to increase drastically. The appearance of flocculated
particles initially enhances the emulsion stability. Further increase in salt concentra-
tion results in destabilisation. It may be that small flocs if formed at low salt
concentration adsorb to drop interfaces resulting in stabilisation, whereas at higher
salt concentration the floc size and extent may be larger and adsorption is reduced.
Our finding that partial flocculation, i.e. moderately prevalent attraction between the
particles, is necessary for emulsion stabilisation agrees with the conclusions of
Lucassen-Reynders and van den Tempelw36x on the effect of added surfactant on
the stability of wyo emulsions containing glycerol tristearate crystals. A theoretical
description of the adsorption of charged particles to charged liquid surfaces concludes
that adsorption is favoured in the presence of salt as particles become more
hydrophobicw30x. Similar findings to those of silica were reported for oyw emulsions
stabilised by 30 nm diameter disc-shaped hydrophilic clay particlesw24x.

2.3. Catastrophic inversion

Phase inversion of emulsions, from wyo to oyw or vice versa, can be achieved
in surfactant-stabilised systems by changing the oilywater volume ratio. We have
argued that this type of conversion, known as catastrophic inversionw37x, only
occurs in emulsions containing surfactant and cosurfactant and is accompanied by
dramatic changes in properties of the emulsions, including viscosity and drop size.
It is believed that the spontaneous curvature of the mixed surfactant-cosurfactant
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layer around drops changes with the oilywater ratio due to a change in the
composition of the layer after partitioning between bulk phases is complete. One
emulsion type is then favoured over the other as the volume fraction of, say, water
(f ) is increased. In emulsions stabilised by only one pure surfactant, inversionw

does not occur; instead high internal phase gel emulsions form upon increasing the
volume fraction of dispersed phasew22x.
We have been fortunate to have had synthesised by Wacker-Chemie(Munich) a

series of fumed silica particles of the same size distribution but of increasing
hydrophobicity, achieved by controlled reaction of hydrophilic silica with dichloro-
dimethylsilane in the vapour phase. Although the primary particle diameter varies
between 10 and 30 nm, silica particles aggregate easily or fuse completely to give
larger structures of non-spherical shapew38x. The hydrophobicity of the particles,
qualitatively assessed via powder immersion measurementsw23x, is described in
terms of the percentage of silanol groups on their surface. Thus, raw hydrophilic
silica possesses 100% SiOH and the most hydrophobic has 14% SiOH. The silane
coating is assumed to be homogeneous over the particle surface. More hydrophilic
particles() 65% SiOH) can be dispersed in water using ultrasound, whereas more
hydrophobic ones are easily dispersed in oil. Preferred emulsions, i.e. those formed
at an oilywater volume ratio of unity, are oyw for the hydrophilic silicas and wyo
for the hydrophobic ones, in line with previous findings for large glass particles
w39x. However, in one and the same system, emulsions of both types can be prepared
depending on the oilywater ratiow20x.
The photograph of the emulsions in Fig. 5(upper) gives an example of phase

inversion induced by increasing the volume fraction of water in pure cyclic silicone
oil systems stabilised by silica particles possessing 57% SiOHw31x. At constant
particle concentration initially in oil(2 wt.%), emulsions invert from wyo (3 on
left) to oyw (3 on right) betweenf s0.65 and 0.70. Although all these emulsionsw

are completely stable to coalescence, oil external emulsions do not sediment whereas
water external ones cream under gravity. In the example given in Fig. 5(lower),
emulsions are of low conductivity and disperse in oil at lowf (wyo) but becomew

highly conducting dispersing in water at highf (oyw). The experiment wasw

carried out in four ways with the results being virtually identical. Emulsions were
prepared by either sequential addition of water to toluene(open points) or by
sequential addition of toluene to water(filled points), the oil containing 2 wt.%
particles in both cases. Emulsions were also prepared separately at eachf byw

direct mixing of the components, for both a fixed particle concentration in oil and
a constant particle concentration in all emulsions(not shown). The agreement
between the data sets is encouraging and confirms that, irrespective of the route or
overall particle concentration, phase inversion can be achieved without altering the
particle wettability.
Both emulsion types are stable to coalescence for periods in excess of 3 years,

despite being of very different average drop diameter, namely 1(wyo) and 100(oy
w) mm. The ability to make both types of emulsion with the same kind of particles
represents a significant advantage compared with single surfactant systems. Inversion
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Fig. 5. (upper) Appearance of emulsions immediately after preparation in the system decamethylcyclo-
pentasiloxane-water-silica particles of intermediate hydrophobicity. The values off are (left to right)w

0.4, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, with the gap separating wyo emulsions on left from oyw emulsions on right.
Taken from ref.w31x. (lower) Conductivity and drop test result of water-toluene emulsions stabilised by
2 wt.% hydrophobic silica particles(50% SiOH) in oil as a function of the water volume fraction. Open
points—water added sequentially to oil; filled points—oil added sequentially to water. Taken from ref.
w20x.

occurs without hysteresis(increasing or decreasingf ) in contrast to surfactantw

systems where the hysteresis can be as much as 0.3 in volume fraction. In addition,
emulsions are most stable at conditions near inversion unlike those of surfactants,
which are notoriously very unstable. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the same system
as in Fig. 5(lower), where the stability to sedimentation of wyo emulsions increases
towards inversion as does the stability to creaming of the oyw emulsions. The large
difference in the relative stabilities of the two emulsion types is due in part to the
difference in drop size. Repeating the measurements using particles of different
silanol content reveals that the value off at inversion increases progressively withw
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Fig. 6. Stability after 1 h of water–toluene emulsions stabilised by 2 wt.% hydrophobic silica particles
(50% SiOH) in oil as a function off . Open points refer to coalescence; filled points refer to sedi-w

mentation for wyo and creaming for oyw. Taken from ref.w20x.

particle hydrophobicity, varying from 0.35 to over 0.8w23x. It remains to understand
why both types of emulsion occur in systems containing the same three components
(oil, water, solid).

2.4. Rheology of emulsions

One interesting feature of silica-stabilised emulsions is their very high viscosity
at relatively low particle concentrations(few wt.%). The rheology is due not only
to the fact that drops are coated with solid particles but that the continuous phase
can be made viscous due to aggregation of excess particles. In some cases, an
emulsion has the consistency of a cream and does not flow even at low dispersed
phase volume fraction. For the emulsions described in Fig. 6 undergoing catastrophic
inversion it was observed visually that the viscosity passed through a maximum
near the inversion condition. Using a controlled shear rate rheometer, the absolute
viscosity of such emulsions was determined as a function of shear rate with a
double concentric cylinder cell. All emulsions exhibited shear-thinning(viscosity
decreasing with shear rate) up to a shear rate plateau of approximately 800 sy1

probably as a result of the shear disrupting flocculated drops. The emulsion viscosity
is shown as a function off for two different shear rates(below and above thew

plateau) in Fig. 7 for toluene–water emulsions containing 1 wt.% of particles in
each emulsion. Interestingly, the maximum in viscosity occurring atf s0.55 doesw

not coincide with the volume fraction of water at phase inversion, 0.70. In surfactant
systemsw40x, the viscosity increases continuously with dispersed phase volume
fraction towards inversion for both emulsion types.
A tentative explanation for the mismatch in the particle emulsions involves

consideration of changes in the drop size distribution withf . As detailed earlierw
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Fig. 7. Absolute viscosity of toluene–water emulsions stabilised by hydrophobic silica particles(50%
SiOH, 1% wt.yvol. in each) as a function of water volume fraction for shear rates of 184(filled points)
and 921(open points) s . Dotted line indicates condition of phase inversion. Taken from Binks et al.,y1

unpublished.

w20x, wyo emulsions at lowf were of monomodal size distribution centredw

approximately 0.7mm diameter. At higherf values(0.5, 0.6), a shoulder appearsw

in the wyo distributions at larger drop diameters at approximately 20mm, amounting
to 15 vol.% of the total number of drops. The corresponding viscosities are lower
than predicted on the basis of the increased dispersed phase volume fraction. It is
suggested that the increased polydispersity of these emulsions is the cause. It is
well known for particle suspensions that the size distribution has a major effect on
the suspension viscosity particularly at solid volume fractions above 0.5. Chong et
al. w41x, using mixtures of monodisperse particles of different sizes, showed that the
viscosity decreased by over an order of magnitude on adding 25% of larger particles
(ten times the diameter) to a suspension of small particles. The oyw emulsions
formed atf )0.7 are of low viscosity consistent with them being relatively dilutew

and containing large drops(100mm).

2.5. Transitional inversion

An alternative type of emulsion transformation is known as transitional inversion
w37x, brought about by changing the HLB of the system in some way at fixed
volume fraction of oil and water, e.g. by increasing the concentration of hydrophobic
cosurfactant in monolayers of hydrophilic surfactant. For particles, the equivalent
HLB scale can be thought of as the particle wettability. In a study into the effect of
silica particle hydrophobicity on the type and stability of toluene-containing
emulsionsw23x, it was shown that predictions based on considerations of the energy
of attachment of a single particle to the oil–water interface, Eq.(1), relate directly
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Fig. 8. Conductivity and type of water–toluene emulsions stabilised by silica particles of different hydro-
phobicity (given) as a function of the volume fraction of water. Taken from ref.w23x.

Table 2
Summary of stability to coalescence and median drop diameter of preferred water–toluene emulsions,
f s0.5, stabilised by silica particles of different hydrophobicity . Taken from ref.w23xa
w

% SiOH Type Median Variable wparticlesx Fixed wparticlesx
diameterymm

% Coalescence Time % Coalescence Time

100 oyw 150 30b 2 min 90 2 min
79 oyw 120 5 10 min 5 8 min
76 oyw 75 0 3 years 0 3 years
67 wyo 1 0 3 years 0 3 years
50 wyo 0.7 0 3 years 0 3 years
20 wyo 200 46c 2 min 89 2 min

Coalescence extent within a certain time is shown for experiments in which particle concentrationa

in emulsions varies with particle hydrophobicity and in which it remains constant at 1 wt.%.
Coalescence continues to increase to approximately 80% over 1 h.b

Coalescence remains at this value indefinitely.c

to the stability of emulsions. From the catastrophic inversion plots in Fig. 8, it can
be seen that emulsions atf s0.5 are wyo for hydrophobic particles(low SiOH)w

and oyw for hydrophilic particles(high SiOH). Thus, one way to effect transitional
inversion is to simply decrease the silanol content on the particles. Table 2
summarises the stability and drop sizes of emulsions in such an experiment.
Emulsions stabilised by very hydrophilic or very hydrophobic particles contain large
drops()100mm) and are unstable to coalescence, presumably as a result of their
facile displacement from interfaces during drop collisions. Those with particles of
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intermediate hydrophobicity, in which particles are held strongly at interfaces,
contain sub-micron sized drops and are stable to coalescence indefinitely. Unlike
coalescence that either occurs or does not within the particle series, the stability to
gravity-induced separation(creaming for oyw and sedimentation for wyo) passes
through a sharp maximum upon increasing the particle hydrophobicity. In line with
this, the average drop size passes through a minimum. This correspondence is
shown to be universal and independent of bothf and the type of emulsion formed.w

An alternative way to induce transitional inversion is to stabilise emulsions(f sw
0.5) using mixtures of particles of different hydrophobicity, one type of which
prefers oyw emulsions and the other wyo emulsions. The possibility of gradually
changing the average wettability of the particles at the drop interfaces therefore
exists. Three ways of achieving this are by addition of hydrophilic silica particles
to wyo emulsions stabilised by hydrophobic silica, by addition of hydrophobic silica
to oyw emulsions stabilised by hydrophilic silica and by varying the weight fraction
of one of the particle types at constant particle concentrationw21x. Fig. 9 presents
plots of the emulsion conductivity as a function of the concentration of added
particles of the second type, prepared as batch emulsions. As predicted, inversion
occurs in both directions depending on whether the starting emulsion is wyo (upper)
or oyw (lower). Although both types of emulsion containing particle mixtures are
very stable to coalescence, the stability to creaming of oyw and sedimentation of
wyo emulsions decreases approaching the conditions of inversion, consistent with
the median drop sizes displaying a maximum(Fig. 10). This is exactly the opposite
behaviour to that described above in which inversion occurs in systems of one
particle type by varying the inherent hydrophobicity of the particles.
It is assumed in the above that the average wettability of the particles at the oil–

water interface in mixtures changes, say, from mainly water wettable to mainly oil
wettable as the proportion of hydrophobic particles in the system increases. That
this is reasonable is supported by contact angle data of Diggins et al.w42x who
measured the wettability of quartz powders(59 mm diameter) in air via capillary
pressure determinations. Their data, given as the inset in Fig. 10, shows that the
contact angle decreases nearly linearly with the volume fraction of hydrophilic
powder in mixed beds with hydrophobic powder. Although the data refer to an air–
water surface, the corresponding angles at the oil–water interface will all be higher
than those shown and it may be that inversion to oyw emulsions occurs at conditions
where the average contact angle passes through 908. Returning to the different
trends in emulsion stability depending on the variable inducing inversion, it is likely
that the packing of particles around drops is disrupted upon incorporating other
particles of different wettability.

2.6. Influence of particle location

One of the intermediate silica particle types mentioned above contained 67%
SiOH on its surface and very stable, sub-micron diameter emulsions could be
prepared. Being of intermediate hydrophobicity, it could be imagined that emulsions
stabilised by these particles would be very sensitive to prevailing conditions. Such
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Fig. 9. (upper) Conductivity and type of water–toluene emulsions(f s0.5) containing 2 wt.% hydro-w

phobic silica particles in oil(fixed) as a function of added hydrophilic particles in water.(lower)
Conductivity and type of water–toluene emulsions(f s0.5) containing 2 wt.% hydrophilic silica par-w

ticles in water(fixed) as a function of added hydrophobic particles in oil. Taken from ref.w21x.

particles can be dispersed separately in either oil or water phases and it is of interest
to investigate the effect of the initial location of the particles on emulsion type and
stability. Since particles are significantly larger than surfactant molecules, the
question arises whether they equilibrate between the bulk phases and interface to
the same extent in both situations. Fig. 11 reveals that catastrophic phase inversion
in toluene-containing emulsions is dependent on the initial state of the systemw22x.
For particles originally dispersed in water(open points), f at inversion is 0.35,w

compared with a value of 0.60 when starting in oil(filled points). If an equal mass
of particles is dispersed in both oil and water phases before emulsification, an
intermediate value of 0.45 is obtained. The continuous phase of the preferred
emulsion thus becomes that in which the particles are first dispersed. The same
result has recently been confirmed in silica particle–water–triglyceride oil emulsions
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Fig. 10. Median drop diameter of wyo and oyw emulsions containing toluene stabilised by mixtures of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic silica particles. Taken from ref.w21x. Inset shows the variation of the contact
angle of a water drop in air in a packed bed of mixtures of hydrophilic and hydrophobic quartz particles
as a function of the volume fraction of hydrophilic particles(from ref. w42x).

Fig. 11. Conductivity and type of water–toluene emulsions stabilised by 0.5 wt.% silica particles of
intermediate hydrophobicity(67% SiOH) vs. the volume fraction of water. Open points—particles ini-
tially dispersed in water; filled points—particles initially dispersed in oil. Taken from ref.w22x.

and so appears genericw31x. A possible explanation for this phenomenon may be
linked to the different contact angles the particles adopt at the interface in one and
the same system, i.e. hysteresis caused by particle surface roughness. For particles
entering the interface from water, a receding angle(measured into water) is probably
established whereas an advancing angle(measured into water) is more likely when
particles are adsorbed from oil. Since receding angles are normally smaller than
advancing ones, the same particle behaves as if more hydrophilic(preferring oyw
emulsions) in the former case and more hydrophobic(preferring wyo emulsions)
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in the latter case. In addition, contact angles of water drops on planar, partially
hydrophobised glass slides(akin to particle surfaces) are always higher by approx-
imately 258 when oil contacts the substrate firstw31x. Clearly, particle–fluid
interactions are important prior to the introduction of the second fluid phase.
It was also established that preferred emulsions were composed of smaller drops

than non-preferred emulsions(oyw if starting in oil and wyo if starting in water).
An important conclusion arising from this work is that maximum stability can be
obtained for either emulsion type simply by changing the initial particle location.
In contrast, evidence was given that emulsion type is independent of initial location
for surfactant-stabilised systems due to the faster distribution of molecules between
phases occurring during formation.

2.7. Effect of oil type

In surfactant systems, preferred emulsions can be of either type depending on the
chemical structure of the oil. For example, short chain alkanes favour wyo emulsions
whereas long chain alkanes favour oyw emulsions. The preference is explained in
terms of the different penetration extents of oil into the chain region of surfactant
monolayers and the subsequent influence on the spontaneous curvature of the layers.
Small molecule oils swell the chain region more than longer homologues producing
layers of more negative curvaturew43x. For solid particles as emulsifiers, the
chemical interactions between the solid surface and the two liquid phases, which
ultimately determine the contact angleu , need to be taken into account. Theow

effect of oil type on emulsions stabilised by partially hydrophobic silica particles
(67% SiOH) was combined with measurements of the contact angles of water drops
under oil phases on hydrophobised glass platesw22x. Since the energy of attachment
of particles anchored at interfaces depends on bothu and the oil–water tensionow

g , the influence of both parameters on emulsion behaviour can be assessed. Theow

oils ranged from non-polar hydrocarbons of relatively highg to polar alcoholsow

and esters of relatively lowg . It turned out that particles are more hydrophobicow

(higheru ) at polar oil–water interfaces preferring wyo emulsions, and are moreow

hydrophilic (lower u ) at non-polar oil–water interfaces with preferred emulsionow

type being oyw. This is easily seen in the plots of the emulsion conductivity(and
drop test outcome) as a function off for different oils given in Fig. 12. Inversionw

does not occur for certain oils, e.g. eugenol, and occurs at different values offw

for other oils. The combination of a low tension(9.5 mN m ) and high contacty1

angle (1608) in the case of undecanol leads to an unusual phenomenon in which
initially stable wyo emulsions destabilise completely into the parent liquid phases
with time. The breaking of the emulsion is such that it contracts via coalescence in
a way that maintains the shape of the vessel. A similar instability process was
reported by Philip et al.w44x for viscous bitumen-in-water emulsions and is
reminiscent of the sintering process which occurs during the densification of
powders.
In a theoretical paper, Binks and Clintw25x used surface energy considerations to

interpret the interactions between the three phases and hence to predictg in theow
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Fig. 12. Conductivity of water–oil(given) emulsions stabilised by partially hydrophobic silica particles
(67% SiOH) as a function of the volume fraction of water. Concentration of particles in all emulsions
is 0.5 wt.yvol.%. Taken from ref.w22x.

cases above. Such approaches, where surface energies are split into components
reflecting different types of intermolecular forces, are gaining increasing acceptance
for a variety of applications. For a solid particle(s) located at the oil(o)-water(w)
interface, the three interfacial tensions(g) are related to the contact angleu byow

the Young equation

g yg sg cosu (2)so sw ow ow

Although the interfacial tensiong can be measured accurately, there are noow

direct methods for measuringg andg . It would clearly be helpful to be able toso sw

use Eq.(2) to predict values for the contact angle if it were possible to estimate all
three tensions from some other source of data. This would require the use of
combining rules that allow any interfacial tension to be predicted from ‘surface
tension components’ and the determination of such components for solid surfaces.
A commonly used approach to this is to express any surface tension as a sum of
components due to dispersion forces and polar forcesw45x. Based on this, our
procedure was to first calculate the surface energy components for an oil phase
from a knowledge of its surface tension against air and its interfacial tension against
water. The magnitude of the polar component broadly reflects the chemical groups
present in the molecules, being especially large for alcohols as a result of the OH
groups. The equivalent components of the surface energy of a particular solid are
then calculated from contact angle data for water in air and under a chosen oil.
Finally, the component energies of both the oil and solid phases are used to calculate
theoretical values of the oil–water contact angle using Eq.(2) and suitable versions
of the combining equations.
The calculated values ofu are shown in comparison with the experimentalow

values in Fig. 13 for nine different oils on seven different solid surface types, where
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Fig. 13. Experimental(ordinate) vs. calculated(abscissa) contact angles of water drops under nine
different oils on seven different solid surfaces, including silicon wafer, hydrophilic glass, hydrophobic
glass, polystyrene, polyvinyl chloride, polymethylmethacrylate, polytetrafluoroethylene. The diagonal full
line indicates agreement between theory and experiment. Taken from refs.w10,22,25x.

the full diagonal line represents agreement between the two. The majority of the
points fall within 208 of the line, lending support to the approach taken. Some
points for undecanol(filled circles) lie well away from the line and we argued that,
unlike non-polar oils, alcohol molecules can be adsorbed at some or all of the three
interfaces involved in the wetting. Although at oil–water and solid–water interfaces,
the likely orientation is with the polaryOH group in water, the situation is less
clear at the solid–oil interface. This may be the cause of the lack of agreement with
what is essentially a simple treatment of intermolecular interactions. The approach
was also extended to model silica surfaces of different hydrophobicity. On the
assumption that the variation of the solid surface energy components varied linearly
with silanol content(from the extremes of clean glass to a silicone oil surface), we
showed that to effect inversion(u to pass through 908), silica surfaces ofow

increasing hydrophilicity require oils of increasing polarity. A strength of the
approach is that the type of emulsion, stabilised only by solid particles of known
surface energy components, as judged byu , can be predicted knowing only theow

surface tension of the oil in air and its interfacial tension with water.

2.8. Interfacial structure

Since sub-micron sized particles adsorbed at emulsion drop interfaces cannot be
visualised using optical microscopy, the technique of freeze fracture scanning
electron microscopy(SEM) has been applied to these systemsw29x. The procedure
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Fig. 14. Freeze fracture SEM images:(upper) A triglyceride-in-water emulsion stabilised by silica par-
ticles of intermediate hydrophobicity. The close-packed arrangement of particles on the external surface
of a drop is viewed from the continuous phase;(lower) A water-in-cyclohexane emulsion stabilised by
0.21mm diameter polystyrene sulfate latex particles. Taken from ref.w29x.

involves plunging a freshly prepared emulsion sample into liquid nitrogen aty196
8C. The frozen sample is rapidly transferred to an evacuated, low temperature
preparation chamber where it is fractured, coated with a mixture of gold and
palladium and observed on the cold stage of a field emission scanning electron
microscope. Examples of images obtained with this protocol are given in Fig. 14.
The upper image originates from a medium chain triglyceride-in-water emulsion
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stabilised by silica particles of intermediate hydrophobicity. It shows the external
surface of an oil drop viewed from the continuous aqueous phase. The absence of
any holes in the particle layer is most likely due to the polydispersity in size and
to the different shapes of the particles leading to very efficient packing. It should
be noted, however, that the average ‘size’ of the individual particles(60–80 nm) is
larger than the primary particle diameter(20 nm) suggesting fusion has taken place
between particles in close proximity. This is a common feature of fumed silica
particles in either the vapour phase or in liquid dispersions. In other oyw emulsions
of silica, the arrangement of particles at drop interfaces was in the form of flocs of
particles separated by particle-free regions, however.
The lower image in Fig. 14 is that of a water-in-cyclohexane emulsion stabilised

by 0.21mm diameter monodisperse polystyrene sulfate latex particles. In this case
the oil has been sublimed leaving voids between drops. The average drop diameter
(1 mm) agrees with that measured previously by light diffraction. Part of a larger
drop can be seen in the top left of the image and individual particles(white objects)
are visible forming a monolayer at the water–void(cyclohexane) interface. The
surfaces of the smaller drops have a distinctly ‘knobbly’ appearance due to close-
packed adsorbed particles, and several excess particles exist above this surface
originating in the continuous phase and left behind after sublimation of the oil. The
particles, of original diameter equal to 0.21mm, are reassuringly approximately 200
nm in diameter but some appear to have shrunk slightly and assumed a non-
spherical shape. Behaviour of this kind with polystyrene particles is not unexpected
as a result of the overall process of freezing, fracturing and sublimation under
vacuum. These first micrographs of particles at curved emulsion drop interfaces
raise many questions, which are worth pursuing with further experiments.

3. Multiple emulsions

In addition to acting as emulsifiers in simple emulsions, the possibility exists that
particles may be effective at stabilising multiple or double emulsions. The latter
have been termed ‘emulsions of emulsions’, i.e. the globules of the dispersed phase
contain even smaller dispersed droplets themselves. In the surfactant case, two
different surfactants are normally required in order to prepare such emulsions, one
of which adsorbs primarily at the interface of inner drops whilst the other adsorbs
mainly at the outer globule interfacew46x. Since the curvatures of the two types of
monolayer are opposite, a mixture of a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic surfactant is
used to satisfy this requirement. Tween(hydrophilic) and Span(hydrophobic)
surfactants are popular choices in this respect. Thus, for oil-in-water-in-oil(oywyo)
emulsions, it is normal practice to prepare an oyw emulsion with the hydrophilic
surfactant which is then re-emulsified gently into an oil phase containing dissolved
hydrophobic surfactant. However, the main problem associated with surfactant-
stabilised emulsions so far and which has prevented their widespread use commer-
cially, is their inherent instability as a result of coalescence leading ultimately to the
formation of a simple emulsion. Some attempts have been made at improving the
shelf-life of multiple emulsions by incorporating small solid particles into the
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surfactant formulations. The idea, as before, is that particles act as a mechanical
barrier to coalescence if adsorbed at interfaces. Oza and Frankw47x were the first
to develop this by using colloidal microcrystalline cellulose(MCC) as the water-
soluble emulsifier in water-in-oil-in-water(wyoyw) emulsions containing oil-soluble
Span surfactants. Emulsions, stable for up to 1 month, contained a network of MCC
adsorbed at the outer oil–water interface. Subsequently, Garti et al.w48x demonstrated
the enhancement in stability to coalescence on addition of sub-micron crystalline
fat particles as a co-stabiliser of the inner interface of water-in-soybean oil-in-water
emulsions. A similar improvement in stability but for oywyo emulsions was reported
by Sekine et al.w49x in which the external wyo interface was partially coated with
a layer of hydrophobically modified clay particles causing it to become rigid. The
organoclay particles also caused gelling of the outer oil phase preventing sedimen-
tation of the water globules. Unlike the above studies in which both surfactants and
particles have been employed in combination, Binks et al.w27,28x have successfully
prepared multiple emulsions using particles alone as emulsifier. It is predicted that
multiple emulsions should form in oilqwater mixtures containing two types of
particles differing only in their hydrophobicity. In practice this turns out to be the
case and extremely stable multiple emulsions of both types are possible using a
mixture of silica particles differing by only 25% in SiOH content. This novel class
of multiple emulsions should prove of great benefit in the pharmaceutical field
where controlled release of substances is required in certain applications.

3.1. Water-in-oil-in-water

Multiple wyoyw emulsions with either toluene or triglyceride oil were prepared
in a two-stage process. The first step involved the formation of a wyo emulsion by
homogenising water(f s0.2) into a dispersion of hydrophobic silica particles inw

oil with high shear. In the second step, the wyo emulsion just made was re-
emulsified into an aqueous dispersion of hydrophilic silica particles using low shear.
The volume fraction of wyo emulsion in the final multiple emulsion was also 0.2.
An example of such an emulsion is shown in Fig. 15(upper) in which oil globules
are approximately 40mm in diameter and water drops are 2mm. We find that a
minimum concentration of both particle types is required for the formation of
multiple emulsions, below which only simple emulsions exist. Increasing the
concentration of inner hydrophobic silica leads to an increase in the average globule
diameter alongwith an increase in the number of inner water drops per globule. By
contrast, an increase in the outer hydrophilic silica concentration causes the globule
diameter to decrease and the viscosity of the outer water phase to increase. Both
drops and globules are stable to coalescence for over 1 year in all emulsions;
typically 2 wt.% of each particle type is sufficient to produce wyoyw emulsions,
which do not cream or coalesce with time. Since the migration of particles from
inner to outer interfaces or vice versa is expected to be minimal after emulsion
formation, the major cause of instability occurring in surfactant emulsions is
removed. We have also studied the kinetics of release of electrolyte from inner
drops to the outer aqueous phase under isotonic conditions in wyoyw emulsions of
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Fig. 15. Optical microscopy images of multiple emulsions stabilised entirely by two types of silica
particles of different hydrophobicity:(upper) wyoyw with triglyceride oil and bars50 mm; (lower)
oywyo with toluene and bars20 mm. Taken from refs.w27,28x.

toluene using conductivityw28x. A model in which the diffusion of salt through the
oil membrane including its partitioning between water and oil has been put forward.
The calculated rate constant for release however is much larger than the experimental
first-order one suggesting that either an energy barrier to the interfacial transport of
salt is present or that counter transport of glucose(required to maintain isotonicity)
from outer to inner aqueous phases is significant.
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3.2. Oil-in-water-in-oil

In a similar manner, oywyo emulsions were prepared by first emulsifying oil into
an aqueous dispersion of hydrophilic silica particles, and then gently re-emulsifying
the oyw emulsion so formed into an oil dispersion of hydrophobic silica particles.
Fig. 15 (lower) shows a typical microscopic image of a multiple emulsion with
toluene as oil, where the contrast is improved. The effects of particle concentration,
oil type and oilywater ratio have been investigated and, as before, emulsions stable
to both coalescence and sedimentation can be prepared at high enough concentrations
of the two particle types. We hope to verify that inner and outer interfaces are
coated separately by only one particle type by using large fluorescent particles
visible by microscopy.

4. New materials from solid-stabilised emulsion templates

In other work, we have been studying the kinetics and mechanism of evaporation
of water and oil from creamed oyw emulsions stabilised by various surfactantsw50x.
Evaporation rates are of interest in many contexts including assessment of hazards
from the spillage of volatile chemicals, drying processes and the release of volatile
active species such as perfumes and flavours from cosmetic and food products. It is
found that the continuous aqueous phase of the emulsions evaporates at a rate equal
to that for pure water under the same conditions of controlled gas flow. The
evaporation rate of dispersed, oil however, is retarded relative to non-emulsified oil,
by a factor ranging from 1 to 20 depending on the oil type. The main factor slowing
down the loss is the water solubility of the oil, with retardation increasing as the
water solubility decreases. The data were analysed in terms of a model in which oil
evaporation proceeds by a mechanism of diffusion of dissolved oil across the thin
water film present at the emulsion surface.
In a continuation of this work with silica-stabilised oyw emulsions, the main

effect of replacing surfactant by particles is to reduce still further the evaporation
of oil. However, after a sufficiently long time such that both liquids have evaporated,
a solid residue remains composed of silica particles in some form of aggregated
structure from these and corresponding wyo emulsions. Porous inorganic materials
possess a unique set of properties including high specific stiffness, high damping
capacity, high thermal shock resistance and high surface area. Consequently they
are used in either structural or functional applications such as high temperature
insulation, catalyst supports, gas and moisture sensors. Processing methods for
cellular inorganic materials like silica or zirconia include foaming of molten glasses
and cements, sintering of hollow glass spheres and foaming of sol–gel systems
w51x. The possibility arises that, depending on exactly how oil and water are lost,
solid-stabilised emulsions can be used as templates for the initial ordering of
particles around drops and the subsequent formation of new porous solid phases.

4.1. Emulsions stabilised by particles of two types

We described above the inversion of equal volume oil and water emulsions by
increasing the proportion of, say, hydrophobic particles in mixtures with hydrophilic
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particles. A new set of emulsions was prepared containing a total of 5 wt.% particles
starting with between 0 and 5 wt.% hydrophilic particles in water and between 5
and 0 wt.% hydrophobic particles in toluene respectivelyw32x. On drying, it was
noticed that emulsions rich in hydrophobic particles were wyo and left a clear,
rubbery gel of the same shape as the cuvette they were placed in originally.
Emulsions rich in hydrophilic particles were oyw and, following the same amount
of time left open as before, gave clear blue aqueous dispersions. For compositions
around phase inversion(near equal amounts of both particle types), an opalescent
solid tablet phase appeared of cylindrical shape like the container. Exposing a fresh
fracture surface at the top of such a sample by gentle scraping and coating with a
thin layer of carbon produced the SEM image shown in Fig. 16(upper) from a wy
o emulsion close to inversion. A porous, sponge-like structure is very evident in
which the primary particles have fused into larger agglomerates and a labyrinth
network of solid layers progresses through the sample. Although on a different
length scale, the image is reminiscent of cryo-transmission electron microscopy
images of bicontinuous microemulsions containing equal volumes of oil and water
separated by fluctuating monolayers of surfactantw52x. The latter contain regions of
positive curvature(around oil domains) and regions of negative curvature(around
water domains) with the overall net curvature being close to zero. Since we
suggested that the average wettability of the particles at the oil–water interface
changes from, say, oil wettable to water wettable accompanying inversion in
mixtures, the structure of the solid phase after evaporation may be comprised of
regions of predominantly hydrophobic particles(curvature one way) and regions of
predominantly hydrophilic particles(curvature the other way). This appears to be
another example of the similarity between particles and surfactants in oilqwater
systems. A completely different structure is formed from a toluene-in-water emulsion
rich in hydrophilic silica particles at higher overall total particle concentration than
above. As seen in Fig. 16(lower), reasonably spherical particle aggregates of
approximately 150 nm in diameter partially fuse together without any directional
order.

4.2. Emulsions stabilised by single particle type

Following the discovery of the interesting microstructures of the phases observed
in Section 4.1, a wide range of both oyw and wyo emulsions stabilised by either
hydrophilic or hydrophobic silica particles respectively with oils of different volatility
were left in open vessels until both liquid phases had evaporated completely. SEM
images were then obtained for the dry solid residuesw34x. Fig. 17 gives representative
images of some of the systems. For 10 vol.% oyw emulsions of methylcyclohexane
at low (upper) and high(middle) particle concentration, a sponge-like structure is
seen similar to that of certain cheeses. Comparison of the average cavity size with
the drop diameters of the precursor emulsions shows that there is a close correlation
between the two, suggesting that the cavity results from loss of the oil component.
The characteristic size within the residue can thus be tuned by adjusting the drop
size in the original emulsion(either by changing the particle concentration as here
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Fig. 16. SEM images of solid phase left after evaporation of toluene and water from an emulsion(f sw
0.5) stabilised by a mixture of hydrophilic and hydrophobic silica particles:(upper) 1.25 wt.% hydro-
phobicq1.25 wt.% hydrophilic particles, wyo emulsion. Scale bar corresponds to 100mm. (lower) 1.0
wt.% hydrophobicq3.8 wt.% hydrophilic particles, oyw emulsion. Scale bar corresponds to 1mm. Taken
from ref. w32x.

or by changing the oil volume fraction). A similar cavity structure is formed after
loss of water from a wyo emulsion of hexane(Fig. 17, lower) but the cavity shape
is less well defined. In other systems(not shown), the residues are of a different
structure completely in which it appears that the inner spherical cavity surfaces are
not exposed. Elucidation of the factors determining which morphology is obtained,
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Fig. 17. SEM images of solid phases left after evaporation of oil and water from silica-stabilised emul-
sions:(upper) 10% methylcyclohexane-in-water with 1 wt.% hydrophilic silica;(middle) 10% methyl-
cyclohexane-in-water with 4 wt.% hydrophilic silica;(lower) 10% water-in-hexane with 4 wt.%
hydrophobic silica. Scale bar corresponds to 20mm in all cases. Taken from ref.w34x.
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viz. sponge-like or less porous, awaits the completion of the systematic series of
samples currently underway.

5. Some aspects of the origins of stability of solid-stabilised emulsions

There are a number of factors that appear to govern the stability of particle-
stabilised emulsions. For example it is known that for high stability, contact angles,
u of particles with the oilywater interfaces should not be too remote from 90 ,o
ow

and that particle roughness(and associated contact angle hysteresis) is beneficial
for stability w53x. Usually, for oil and water volume fractions of approximately 0.5,
particles withu -90 favour the formation of oyw emulsions whilst wyo emulsionso

ow

result foru )90 . However, as seen earlier, changing the volume fractions of oilo
ow

and water can lead to emulsion inversion. Denkov et al.w54x have proposed a
possible role of particles, bridging a thin emulsion film between two approaching
drops, in stabilisation of the film. Menon et al.w55–59x, and more recently Levine
et al. w4,60–63x, have considered in some detail the free energy changes that
accompany the formation of emulsion drops coated by close-packed monodisperse
spherical particles. Other relevant work is also reported by, for example, Jaques et
al. w64x and Niven et al.w65x. It has to be said, however, that theory developed to
date leaves unexplained much of the growing corpus of detailed experimental
findings.
Recently, we have built on the work of Levine et al. to include the possible

influence of line tension and of monolayer curvature energies on emulsion stability
and preferred emulsion typew66,67x. Here we introduce some of the theoretical
work of Levine and co-workers and some of our recent extensions to this work.

5.1. Free energy of drop formation

The free energy of(monodisperse) emulsion formation,D G, is given by theemul

product of the free energy of formation of a particle-coated drop,D G, and thedrop

number of drops in the emulsion,n . It is assumed here that drop formation isd

effected by adsorption ofn particles from thecontinuous (more wetting) bulkp

phase to form a hexagonally close-packed(HCP) monolayer around the drop. Drop
formation can be achieved, conceptually, by first forming an uncoated liquid drop,
radiusR, and then by allowingn particles to adsorb at the drop surface. Adsorptionp

results in swelling of the drop by an amount dependent on the particle radius,r,
and the contact angleu . With reference to Fig. 18 there are two radii of interestow

for the particle-coated drop; these are the radius,R , up to the spherically curvedll

liquid–liquid interface and the radius,R , up to the spherically curved interfacepc

defined by particle–particle contacts. The adsorption free energy of a particle to a
spherically curved oil–water interface depends on the radius of the drop,R , whichll

can be obtained fromR, r andu . Levine and Bowenw61x give the ratio(R yR)3ow ll
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Fig. 18. (a) Definition of relevant drop radii in emulsion formation.(b) A spherical particle resting in
a drop interface, showing the contact angleu and circular contact line C with radiusx.ow

as the truncated series

3B ERll w z2 2 4
x |C F s1q ry4R n ryR 2qcosu 1ycosu y 9ry4R sin u q... (3)Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .p ow ow owy ~

D GR

The expression for the free energy of adsorption of a single particle(with u -ow

90 ) onto the curved droplet interface,D G, was also given as a truncated series:o
int

22D Gspr g 1ycosu 1y2r 2qcosu y 3RŽ . Ž . Ž .µint ow ow ow

2w z
x |q 3y4 r 1qcosu yR q... (4)Ž . Ž . ∂owy ~

whereg is the interfacial tension of the oil–water interface. For a plane liquidow

interface(ryR)s0, and the well-known equation results(for u -90 )oow

2 2D Gsypr g (1ycosu ) (5)int ow ow

In Eq. (5), which is the equivalent of Eq.(2) for u -90 , the subscript ‘int’o
ow

signifies that the free energy change results from changes in interfacial areas(and,
later, the creation of 3-phase contact lines) that accompany adsorption; the entropy
of adsorption is not included at this stage(see later).
Our own approachw66,67x has led to an explicit expression for the adsorption

free energy of a spherical particle on a spherically curved drop interface

2 2w z
x |D Gs2pg r 1"cosa cosu yR 1ycosb (6)Ž . Ž .int ow ow lly ~

in which assin (xyr) and bssin (xyR ), x being the radius of the 3-phasey1 y1
ll

contact line around the particle at the interface(Fig. 18b). They andq signs in
brackets are to be taken, respectively, foru -90 andu )90 . Values ofD Go o

ow ow int

given by Eq.(4) and Eq.(6) are in close mutual agreement.
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Fig. 19. Free energy change accompanying the formation of emulsion drops, radiiR , coated with HCPll

monolayers of particles, radiusrs10 nm and contact angleu s60 . The oil–water interfacial tensiono
ow

g s50 mN m . Points are calculated using the treatment of Levine and Bowenw61x and the full liney1
ow

is obtained from our own workw66,67x.

Neglecting for the moment the entropy change on particle adsorption(other than
that associated with surface area changes), the free energy of drop formation,
D G, can be obtained from the free energy of forming an uncovered drop, radiusdrop

R, the free energy of swelling the drop to radiusR and then the free energy,ll

n D G, of adsorbingn particles at the drop interface(without further swelling)p int p

from the continuous phase. Some values ofD G so obtained are given in Fig. 19drop

as a function of the drop radiusR . The values are always positive and becomell

more so with increasing drop size. There is excellent agreement between our own
values and those obtained using the equations of Levine and Bowenw61x.
We have estimated the free energy change arising from the entropy of adsorption

as follows. Overbeek et al.w68x give an expression for the mixing free energy,
n D Gsyn D G, of n hard spheres with a liquid(continuous phase) fromp mix p demix p

an initially hexagonally close-packed 3-dimensional array in the liquid. If the
entropy change in taking particles from a 3-dimensional to a 2-dimensional HCP
state is neglected, the component of the adsorption free energy due to the entropy
of adsorption isn TD S whereD S is the entropy of demixing the particlesp demix demix

from a dispersion to form a 3-dimensional HCP array in the continuous phase.
Thus, from Overbeek et al.,

B E4y3f
C Fn TD Ssn TD Ssyn D Gsn kT lnfqf y19.25 (7)p demix p ads p demix p 2
D G1yfŽ .

wheref is the volume fraction of then particles in the continuous phase.p
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Fig. 20. Effect of particle radiusr on the free energy of emulsion formation,D G. The dashed andemul

full curves are, respectively, for calculations that include or exclude the entropy of adsorption. The oyw
emulsion consists of 0.5 m each of oil and water, with interfacial tension 10 mN m ; the contact angle3 y1

of the particles with the oil–water interface is taken as 75 and the un-swollen drop radiusR is 5 mmo

in all cases.

The entropy of adsorption,n D S is negative so the contribution toD G isp ads drop

positive. As the particle radius falls, the number of particles needed to cover a drop
with a given radius rises andn TD S becomes more positive. An example of thep ads

way in which particle radius affectsD G (sn D G) through the entropy ofemul d drop

adsorption is given in Fig. 20. The dashed curve is for calculations that include the
entropy and the full curve results when no such account is taken. Significantly,
inclusion of the entropy term leads to a minimum inD G implying that, for aemul

given particle size, there is a ‘favoured’ drop size in the emulsion. Of course, it
may well be that such a favoured size is not attained in practice.
Levine and Bowenw63x have considered various types of lateral interactions

between adsorbed particles, and point out that if equilibrium adsorption were to be
achieved, so that the chemical potential of an adsorbed and a dispersed particle
would be equal, the strongly negative adsorption energyD G must be just offsetint

by lateral repulsions between adsorbed particles. They concluded that normal ‘colloid
forces’ could not provide such repulsion and that in general adsorption equilibrium
is not achieved. Inclusion of a repulsive energy between particles will obviously
renderD G, etc., more positive.int

It is clear from the foregoing that, for the systems envisaged so far, solid-
stabilised emulsions will not be thermodynamically stable, as was appreciated by
e.g. Tadros and Vincentw53x. However, as detailed earlier, small ‘nanoparticles’ can
be very effective indeed in stabilising emulsions. This raises the possibility that in
some circumstances line tension might be an important parameter in determining
emulsion stability; the smaller the particles stabilising drops the greater the total
length of the three phase contact line that is formed when a drop of given radius is
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produced. As will be seen, under these circumstances a small positive line tension
could exclude particles from drop interfaces and a small negative line tension could
result in a negative free energy of emulsion formation. Positive line tension can
also produce energy barriers to particle adsorption and desorption at drop interfaces
and can therefore, in principle at least, affect the kinetics of emulsion breakdown.
The kinetics of breakdown, and hence preferred emulsion type, can also be influenced
by the existence and operation of curvature energies of close-packed particle
monolayers just as in surfactant-stabilised emulsions. In what follows we consider
the possible importance of line tension and of monolayer curvature energy on the
stability and preferred type of solid-stabilised emulsions.

5.2. Effects of line tension

Line tension,t, arises as a result of the excess free energy(positive or negative)
associated with a unit length of a 3-phase contact linew69x, in the present case that
skirting a particle resting in an oil–water interface. The units oft are those of force
(i.e. energy per unit length) and line tension is a one-dimensional analogue of
surface tension, although surface tension can only be positive(i.e. contractile). The
origins of line tension lie in the surface forces that operate between the oil–water
interface and the solid surface in the vicinity of the contact region(see e.g. ref.
w70x). The magnitude oft is expected to be of the order of the product of an
interfacial tension and a molecular dimension, centred on say 10 N. Bothy11 3

positive and negative line tensions have, however, been reported which exceed this
by 5 orders of magnitude or morew73x. We will assume here that realistic magnitudes
are between approximately 10 N and 10 N. As will be appreciated later,y11 y10

values of sayq andy10 N would have quite drastic effects on the stabilisationy6

of emulsions by particles with radii in the region of 10–20 nm. It has to be said
that the measurement oft is usually somewhat ambiguousw74,75x and, in general,
values and signs oft will be uncertain for specific systems, and it is certainly not
possible at present to design systems exhibiting required values and signs of line
tension.
If the effects of line tension are taken into account, Eq.(6) for D G becomesint

w67x

w zB Etcosb2 2C FD Gs2pg r 1"cosa cosu 1y yR 1ycosb q2pxt (8)x |Ž . Ž .int ow ow ll
D Gg xy ~ow

where, as in Eq.(6), they andq signs in brackets are to be taken, respectively,
for u-90 andu)90 . There are several potential consequences of the operationo o

of line tension, depending on the magnitude and sign oft, the particle radius and

We note that line tension can depend upon the curvature of the contact linew71x. It is also related3

to the contact angle and to the interfacial tensions in the system. For example, based on a simple
model, Marmurw72x gives the expression(in our nomenclature): . d is a typicalyts4d g g cosuso ow ow

molecular ‘diameter’ andg andg are tensions of the solid–oil and oil–water interfaces, respectively.so ow
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Fig. 21. Free energy of formation of 1 m of oyw emulsion, containing equal volumes of oil and water,3

as a function of contact angleu . Parameters used are: un-swollen drop radiusRs1 mm, rs15 nmow

and g s10 mN m . The full line is forts0, the upper line is fortsq5=10 N and for they1 y11
ow

lower linetsy5=10 N. The free energy in the latter case becomes negative foru above approx-y11
ow

imately 76 . Foru )90 we note that the curves are mirrored about 90 . For angles less than approx-o o o
ow

imately 45 , the line tensiontsq5=10 N exceeds the maximum line tensiont and there is noo y11
m

stable equilibrium for particles in the interface(see text).

wettability (u ) and the oilywater interfacial tensiong . If t is negative and theow ow

stabilising particles are small enough, the free energy of droplet(and emulsion)
formation can become negative in certain regimes of particle wettability. Conversely,
for sufficiently large positivet, D G can become positive so that particle adsorptionint

(and therefore emulsion stabilisation) is no longer thermodynamically feasible.
In Fig. 21 the free energy of emulsion formation,D G, is shown as a functionemul

of contact angle foru -90 ; the curves, however, are mirrored about 90 . In theo o
ow

example shown, the droplet radiusR (prior to particle adsorption)s1 mm, rs15
nm, g s10 mN m and the effects oftsq5=10 N andy5=10 N arey1 y11 y11

ow

illustrated.(N.B. As discussed in the footnote,t andu are related via interfacialow

tensions. We have chosen particular values oft here for allu , and g will ofow so

course vary along the curves). It is seen, for the case of negativet, that for u )ow

76 (and-104 ) D G is negative, suggesting the possibility that if small negativeo o
emul

line tensions exist(in the absence of strong inter-particle repulsion), solid-stabilised
emulsions could be thermodynamically stable. Perhaps more importantly, relatively
small positive line tensions can inhibit particle adsorption, either by renderingD Gint

positive or by creating an energy barrier to adsorption. These possibilities are
discussed below; for simplicity the ideas are introduced by reference to planar liquid
interfaces. In the context, this is reasonable for systems with nanometer sized-
particles since the ratio of drop to particle radius will usually be large so that
curvature effects are expected to be small.
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Fig. 22. (a) The variation ofD G with u as a spherical particle is pushed through a plane liquidint ow

interface. The parameters assumed are:rs15 nm,g s30 mN m ,u s75 andts6=10 N. They1 o y11
ow o

curve exhibits 2 maxima(at points A and C) and one minimum(at point B). (b) For a givenu thereo

are, according to Eq.(10), 3 values ofu . Two (denoted by A and C) correspond to maximum valuesm

of energy and one to a minimum value. Parameters are the same as in(a) and points A, B and C
correspond to those similarly denoted in(a).

Suppose a spherical particle is pushed vertically through a liquid interface that
remains planar up to the contact line. The free energy of the system varies with the
depth of particle immersion,h, which is related tou and r by hsr(1qcosu ).ow ow

For a planar liquid interfaceD G is given byw76xint

2 2w xD Gspr g 2cosu (1ycosu )ysin u q2pr t sinu (9)int ow o ow ow ow

whereu is the equilibrium contact angle in the absence of the influence of lineo
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tension. It is the contact angle that would usually be measured experimentally, using
a macroscopic drop resting on a flat plate. An example of the variation ofD Gint

with u (henceh) is illustrated in Fig. 22a for a system with positivet; it is seenow

that D G has 2 maximum values(at points A and C in the figure) and oneint

minimum value(at point B). The minimum corresponds to the equilibrium position
of the particle in the interface. Taking the derivative ofD G with respect touint ow

and setting the result equal to zero gives the relationship betweenu and the contacto

anglesu at the maxima and the minimumm

B Et
C Fcosu scosu 1y (10)o m
D Gg rsinuow m

A plot of u vs. u in Fig. 22b illustrates that for a givenu there are 3 valueso m o

of u , at the points A, B and C, which correspond to the similarly designated pointsm

in Fig. 22a.
With reference to Fig. 22a, as the positive line tension is increased the curve

moves to higher energies and at some stage, whentst , the energy minimumc

(point B) occurs atD Gs0. On further increasingt, at some valuet , point Bint max

becomes a point of inflexion. For line tensions betweent and t minima doc max

exist at points B, butD G values at the minima are greater than zero and points Bint

correspond to metastable configurations of the particle in the interface. Fort)
t however, no stable or metastable configurations are possible and particlemax

adsorption and emulsion stabilisation cannot occur. The maximum line tension
t is related tou by the simple expressionw76xmax o

2y3 3y2w xt sg r 1y(cosu ) (11)max ow o

and for the system represented in Fig. 22,t s2.3=10 N. For the samey10
max

system, the value oft , calculated as explained in ref.w76x is 1.4=10 N. It isy10
c

worth noting that Mingins and Scheludkow74x report an experimental value oft of
q1=10 N for small spherical glass beads resting at an air–water interface. Asy10

u or r falls so, according to Eq.(11), doest . If, in the system considered ino max

Fig. 22a,u is reduced from 75 to 45 for example,t becomesq7.7=10 N,o y11
o max

so that ift were 1=10 N, particles with radius 15 nm could not adsorb at dropy10

interfaces.
In summary then, effects resulting from positive line tension become more

important as particle size is reduced and asu is shifted further from 90 . It is quiteo
o

possible in principle that small positive line tensions could prevent nanometer-sized
spherical particles from adsorbing at oil–water interfaces. Experimentally, it is
recognised that particles exhibiting rather high or low contact angles relative to
90 are ineffective emulsion stabilisersw23x.o

Even if positivet does not renderD G positive, it does result in the formationint

of an energy barrier to adsorption, as seen in Fig. 22a. For particle adsorption from
the more wetting phase, e.g. water foru -90 , the value ofD G at the maximumo

ow int
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Fig. 23. Maximum and minimum free energies, in units ofkT, as a function of line tension for a particle
(rs15 nm) being pushed through a plane oil–water interface(tension 30 mN m ); u is taken asy1

o

75 . Curve A represents the lower of the two energy maxima, i.e. the energy barrier to adsorption fromo

the more wetting bulk phase(water). For the lowest value oft represented, 2=10 N, the energyy11

barrier is approximately 14kT and for the highestt (1.5=10 N) the barrier is approximately 790y10

kT. Curve B represents energy minima, i.e. free energies of adsorption to equilibrium positions in the
interface; for zero free energytst .c

point A in Fig. 22a constitutes the energy barrier to adsorption from water. It can
be calculated as a function oft (for given u , r andg ) by use of Eq.(9) witho ow

u su . The value of u is obtained from Eq.(10). The energy barrier toow m m

adsorption from the continuous phase is shown in Fig. 23, in units ofkT, as a
function of line tension. For the lowest value oft represented(2=10 N) they11

energy barrier is approximately 14kT, and forts1.5=10 N it is 790kT. It cany10

be appreciated therefore that, if the particles are small enough, very small values of
positive t can result in barriers sufficiently large to inhibit adsorption and hence
preclude emulsion stabilisation.

5.3. Curvature properties of close-packed particle monolayers

Emulsions stabilised by surfactants are not thermodynamically stable, but there
are various possible energy barriers acting against flocculation and coalescence,
which give rise to ‘kinetic’ stability of emulsions. Kabalnov and Wennerstromw77x¨
have shown that an energy barrier to coalescence of two drops can arise as a result
of the effect of curvature properties of the surfactant layers on the growth of a neck
joining two drops. There is no barrier in systems where the spontaneous curvature
of the monolayers is toward the continuous phase,(i.e. in ‘unnatural’ emulsions)
but a barrier does exist if the spontaneous curvature is towards the droplet(as is
the case for the ‘preferred’ emulsion type). The question naturally arises whether
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Fig. 24. Curvature energy as a function of the magnitude of drop curvature, The parameters usedZ Z1y Rpc
are: g s50 mN m , u s60 andrs10 nm. The preferred emulsion type is oyw for which they1 o

ow ow

curvature is positive and the curvature energy is negative. For wyo emulsions the curvature energy is
positive and the curvature is negative.

such monolayer curvature properties exist for close-packed particle monolayers. As
seen earlier, there is a preferred emulsion type that is related to particle wettability,
and one could regard wettability as being parallel to the hydrophile–lipophile
balance(HLB) in surfactant systemsw2x.
We seek here to calculate the free energy change when a unit area of plane close-

packed particle monolayer at an oil–water interface is bent to a spherically curved
state with specified radius. Since the monolayer has finite thickness, the radius on
the ‘inside’ of the monolayer differs from that on the ‘outside’ when the film is
curved. There is aneutral plane (see e.g. ref.w78x) through the monolayer such
that the number of particles in unit area is independent of the film curvature. It
turns out that the number of particles in the spherically curved interface defined by
particle–particle contacts, with radiusR , is almost independent of drop curvature,pc

and this is taken here to be the neutral plane.
The free energy of emulsion formation can be calculated as a function of drop

radius as described above; the free energy,g , of forming unit area of emulsionpc

drop interface(defined byR ) is then readily obtained. This free energy becomespc

less positive the higher the value of the curvature of the ‘preferred’ emulsion type
(taken as positive), and conversely more positive the higher the negative curvature.
The curvature free energy is the value ofg for a curved drop interface lesscurvegpc pc

the corresponding value for a plane interface. The effect of the magnitude of
curvature on is illustrated in Fig. 24 for systems with the parameters indicatedcurvegpc
in the legend. The particle contact angle chosen is less than 908 so that the preferred
emulsion type is oyw, and the radius of curvature in this case is positive. The
curvature free energies of surfaces of wyo drops(which have negative curvature)
are positive.
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Fig. 25. Linear variation ofk with r for u s60 andg s50 mN m .2 o y1
ow ow

The variation ofg with drop curvature can be discussed in terms of the Helfrichpc

approachw79x, which leads to the quadratic expression forg in terms of 1yRpc pc

B E2k 4k 1 1*C F ¯g s qg y q 2kqk (12)Ž .pc 2 2
D GR R R Ro o pc pc

In Eq. (12) k and are bending elastic moduli(having units of energy), being¯ ¯k k

the saddle-splay modulus that takes account of saddle-like deformations of the
interface. The tensiong* is an effective tension of the plane particle-coated interface,
and its significance has been discussed(in a different context) by Menon et al.w56x
and by Levine and Bowenw63x. The quantityR is a spontaneous drop radiuso

corresponding to a minimum ing . Our model does not yield a spontaneous radius,pc

as could be anticipated from Fig. 24. As drop size is reduced, at some stage the
assumption of hexagonal close-packing will become untenable. It may well be that
if this (rather complex) effect were to be taken into account a minimum in energy
would be observed.
It is evident from Eq.(12) that values of(2kq ) can be obtained from quadratick̄

fits of g as a function of 1yR . It is found that such fits are extremely good and,pc pc

ignoring (which is negative and of smaller magnitude thank), it is possible tok̄

obtain reasonable estimates ofk as a function of the various relevant quantities.
The dependence ofk on g , u and t will be reported on elsewherew66x. Here,ow ow

to conclude, it is simply shown how calculated values ofk depend on particle
radius. Values ofkykT are plotted in Fig. 25 as a function ofr for systems in2

which g s50 mN m andu s60 . It is seen that the plot is rectilinear; they1 o
ow ow

data are closely fitted by

k 2s3.9 rynm (13)Ž .
kT
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To get an indication of how similar, or otherwise, the curvature properties of
particle and surfactant monolayers are, values ofk in systems containing very small
particles, with size similar to that of simple low molar mass surfactant molecules,
have been calculated. As an example, for systems described by Eq.(13) with rs
0.5 nm the value ofkykT is approximately 1, which is reassuringly close to values
of 0.4–1.1 quoted in ref.w80x for monolayers of a range of simple ionic surfactants
at oil–water interfaces.

6. Summary and conclusions

Solid particles adsorb strongly at the oil–water interface and are able to stabilise
emulsions of oil and water. The key parameter is the contact angle(u ) made byow

the oil–water interface on the surface of the particle. Foru not too far from 908ow

the energy required to remove even nanoparticles from this interface can be several
thousand timeskT and hence the adsorption can be considered irreversible. Particles
for which u -908 tend to stabilise oil-in-water(oyw) emulsions whereas thoseow

with u )908 stabilise water-in-oil(wyo) emulsions. Stable multiple emulsions ofow

wyoyw and oywyo can be made using suitable combinations of particle types.
Unlike emulsions stabilised by a single surfactant type, those made with small

particles can be inverted from wyo to oyw simply by increasing the volume fraction
f of water. For surfactant systems this behaviour occurs only when a combinationw

of surfactants is used. Emulsions stabilised by particles are most stable near to this
inversion point, in complete contrast to those made using surfactants where these
tend to be the least stable. The value off needed for phase inversion depends onw

the particle wettability and on the type of the oil, especially any polar nature. Both
of these effects have been accounted for by predicting contact angles from dispersion
and polar components of the solid surface free energy and the corresponding
components of the surface tension of the oil. Freeze fracture SEM images show that
in most emulsions the oil–water interface is completely covered with a layer of
particles. There is evidence that in some systems weak flocculation of the particles
improves the emulsion stability.
Interesting porous solids are produced when both the oil and water phases are

allowed to evaporate from particle-stabilised emulsions. Emulsions stabilised by a
mixture of particle types and close to inversion leave a bicontinuous structure
reminiscent of those seen in third phase microemulsions. The residues from
emulsions made with a single particle type are more reminiscent of the parent
emulsions, especially these of oyw, for which the cavities have sizes close to those
of the original oil droplet size distribution.
We have shown that the operation of small line tensions can in principle cause

significant effects on emulsion stability. The influence depends on particle radius,
as expected, being greater the smaller the particles. Relatively small positive line
tension can(a) result in positive free energies of particle adsorption, particularly
for contact angles remote from 908, and(b) create activation barriers to adsorption
even though the free energy of adsorption may be negative. Negative line tension
can lead to negative free energies of emulsion formation, particularly for angles not
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far removed from 908. Close-packed particle monolayers appear to have curvature
properties similar in type to those of surfactant monolayers. For example, for
particles with size comparable to a typical low molar mass surfactant molecule, the
bending elastic modulus,k, of a monolayer is similar in magnitude to that for
surfactant monolayers(aroundkT). This means that ideas developed(by Kabalnov
and Wennerstrom) for the stability and type of surfactant-stabilised emulsions could¨
also be applied to solid-stabilised emulsions.
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